
Re-machining a centraliser
5.520” stepped broaching tool
top

24-hour turnaround
-
A North Sea Operator faced unanticipated operational issues 
during a routine wireline operation.  The Completion design 
featured GRE (Glass Reinforced Epoxy) tubing with corrosion 
barrier rings installed at the coupling connections. 

During a routine drift run, the wireline toolstring failed to pass 
through a section of the completion tubing.  As the tubing 
joints had previously been drifted prior to installation, the issue 
pointed towards the PTFE corrosion barrier rings installed at 
each tubing connection.

The onshore operations team contacted Oilenco, looking for a 
type of broaching tool that could be run to open up the restriction 
in the tubing to a required gauge size of 5.520”.  With offshore 
operations on hold, an immediate response was required.

The team at Oilenco recognised the urgency of the matter and 
searched their inventory of rental tools.  Although there was 
nothing that exactly matched the clients request, two large 
diameter centralisers were identified as potential donors.  
Oilenco Engineers were challenged to design a pragmatic 
solution that could be turned around quickly.  An engineered 
solution was presented to the client within 4 hours of the initial 
enquiry.

The client accepted the proposal and instructed Oilenco to 
commence manufacturing immediately.  Just 10 hours from the 
initial enquiry, the first of the two 5.520” Broach tools had been 
machined.  By the following morning, the machining of the 2nd 
Broach was complete.  Both tools were inspected and packaged 
for offshore transportation.  The tools were later sent offshore, 
allowing operations to continue.

Warren Ackroyd, Oilenco Managing Director, commented; “…
Undoubtedly, resource availability is what allows this type 
of thing to happen.  Having a sizeable rental fleet, a design 
engineering team and CNC machining capability, all under one 
roof, is invaluable for situations like this…”
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